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In this paper we report results on second-harmonic generation~SHG! from aqueous suspensions of the
purple membrane ofHalobacterium halobium. A detailed theory describing this SHG signal is supported by
results for the angular distribution of the harmonic emission and validated by experimental measurements with
circularly polarized pump radiation—a condition that normally precludes SHG. Hence we identify the precise
mechanism for second-harmonic emission in this macroscopically isotropic but microscopically ordered sys-
tem, resolving confusion over whether the signal should be considered coherent SHG or incoherent hyper-
Rayleigh scattering.

PACS number~s!: 42.65.Ky, 87.22.Bt, 82.70.Kj

Macroscopic anisotropy is generally regarded as an invio-
lable condition for the emergence of a strong second har-
monic from laser-irradiated systems@1#. It is for this reason
that the technique of second-harmonic generation~SHG! has
become a widely used tool for studying the surfaces of liq-
uids and other centric systems@2#, as no second-harmonic
signal can be produced from their bulk. This is a powerful
symmetry rule that extends beyond the electric-dipole ap-
proximation, remaining valid when all higher multipoles are
taken into account@3,4#. It is then of great interest that a
number of recent experimental studies have shown strong
second-harmonic signals emerging from randomly oriented
suspensions of the purple membrane@5,6#. An understanding
of this signal is important not only for its fundamental sig-
nificance, but also because of recent interest in potential de-
vice applications of the purple membrane@7#.

A theory, fully cast in terms of molecular properties, has
recently been developed to deal with SHG from suspensions
@8#. It will be shown that this theory identifies the SHG de-
tected in purple membrane suspensions as an emission that is
coherent within each membrane unit@6,8#—a conclusion
supported by detailed studies of the angular distribution as
reported below. The theory also predicts emergence of a
second-harmonic signal under the condition of circularly po-
larized input. It is this feature that proves to be the key for
pinpointing the mechanism and verifying the theory, since
harmonic generation is then normally precluded in isotropic
media@9#.

Our experimental observations of second-harmonic emis-
sion from purple membrane suspensions in water were made
with both plane and circularly polarized pump radiation. The
excitation source was a mode-locked andQ-switched
Nd:YAG laser ~where YAG denotes yttrium aluminum gar-
net! providing 20-ps pulses of 1064-nm radiation at 10 Hz.
The energy density at the sample was varied over the range
10–100 mJ cm22. The 532-nm signal was isolated from the
pump radiation by a bandpass filter and monochromator and
detected after passage through a polarizer. Polarization con-
trol was by a carefully oriented quarter wave plate.

To elucidate the results, we here present key elements of a
general theory of harmonic emission, accommodating salient
polarization and angular-momentum features, based on the
rigorous principles of microscopic quantum electrodynamics
@1#. For the generation of anyn harmonic in a system com-
prisingM particles, the harmonic signal intensityI derives
from the equation
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Herev is the frequency of the pump laser,Iv its intensity
~power per unit cross section!, and gv

(n) its degree ofnth-
order coherence:bu is the microscopicnth-order unit polar-
izability, taken in tensor product withe and e8, the pump
~fundamental! and harmonic polarization vectors, respec-
tively, and the exponential term contains the wave-vector
mismatchDk5nk2k. Both thenth-order polarizability and
the polarization vectors are assumed to be complex, to ac-
commodate near-resonance behavior and circular polariza-
tions, respectively; complex conjugates are denoted with an
overbar. The position vectorRu is defined relative to the
origin of an arbitrary Cartesian frame of reference having a
fixed orientation within particleu.

For an isotropic system of units, as in a homogeneous
fluid or suspension, we must take a rotational average for the
ensemble response, as denoted below by angular brackets.
The incoherent and coherent terms in Eq.~1! thus separate as
diagonal~single center! and off-diagonal~two-center! terms,
respectively:
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At this stage we note that the incoherent term encompasses a
signal average and is linear in the number of unitsM , while
the coherent term embodies a product of averages for the
quantum amplitude of the interaction, scaling approximately
asM2. Each rotational average results in a quantity that is
rotationally invariant and therefore necessarily scalar—a fac-
tor that plays a crucial role in the reasoning below@10#. It
immediately follows that for isotropic systems, coherent
emission of evenn harmonics is forbidden, as these entail a
dependence on pump polarization that leads to a vector prod-
uct of the polarization vectore with itself @2,11#.

For different reasons, thecoherentgeneration of optical
harmonics ofany order ~even or odd! with a circularly po-
larized pump is also generally forbidden within isotropic me-
dia @1#. This is one specific instance of an embargo for iso-
tropic systems on any optical parametric process involving
the absorption or emission of two or more circularly polar-
ized photons of the same handedness and direction of propa-
gation: the principle extends even to six-wave mixing and
optically induced field mechanisms for second-harmonic
generation@12#. The origin of this forbidden character super-
sedes the specific exclusion of even harmonics in isotropic
media and is the basis for a number of recent studies on
chiral surfaces@13–15#. It can be understood in several
ways; the simplest is from angular momentum consider-
ations.

It is evident that the annihilation ofn circularly polarized
photons of a given handedness, coupled with the collinear
emission of onen-harmonic photon, entails an exchange of
at least (n21) units of angular momentum, precluding the
necessarily scalar (j50) character for the quantum ampli-
tude of the interaction. No such embargo applies forincoher-
ent harmonic emission, principally because thej50 rule
there applies to signal intensity rather than amplitude. Since
the intensity results from a coupling of the quantum ampli-
tude with its complex conjugate, there is always a nonvan-
ishing component with net angular momentum zero, under
any polarization conditions. Therefore the coherent genera-
tion of a second harmonic from a circular pump isdoubly
forbidden; see also Ref.@16#.

The coherent second-harmonic generation that we observe
experimentally from purple membrane suspension is sus-
tained, over a wide range of emission directions, when
pumped with a circularly polarized fundamental and with a
signal intensity larger by a factor of;1.3 than with plane
polarized pumping. This verifies that the signal results from
the leading, diagonal term of Eq.~2!, the detailed results for
which is given as Eq.~26! in a previous paper@8#. It is now
shown that the emission nonetheless has coherence at-
tributes, which makes it impossible to regard simply as an
incoherent~hyper-Rayleigh! second harmonic.

The purple membranes under consideration are isotropic
in the bulk suspension, but each individual membrane con-
tains manybacteriorhodospin~BR! molecules, each com-
prising the light-activated chromophores~retinal! responsible
for the harmonic emission. It is well known that within the
membrane unit these molecules have a structurally imposed
orientational correlation, as confirmed by x-ray scattering
@17# and electronic microscopy@18#. Specifically, it is ob-
served that the BR transmembrane proteins, each of which
contains a retinal chromophore, are arranged in a trimeric

structure. Furthermore, these trimeric units form, in the
membrane, an extended hexagonal array@19#.

The second-harmonic emission from the isotropic suspen-
sion is explicitly given by the following equation, derived
from the first term in the square brackets of Eq.~2! and
expressed in a form that identifies the collective response of
each microscopically ordered membrane unit labeledu:
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Herebu specifically represents the sum of all the individual
retinal hyperpolarizabilities within a single membrane unit,
each with its own relative position and orientation referred to
a common Cartesian frame, such that
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Thus Eq.~3! can be rewritten as a sum of retinal pair contri-
butions as
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in which both the retinal hyperpolarizabilities and also the
vectorRjj8 have fixed mutual orientation. Here the rotational
average must be effected with regard to the orientations of
these quantities relative not only to the laboratory-fixed ra-
diation tensorē8eebut also the phase factorDk. Using the
cosine rule, the magnitude ofDk can be calculated in terms
of the angleu between the pump and harmonic radiation
vectors~see the inset in Fig. 1! to give

FIG. 1. Intensity~arbitrary units! of 532-nm optical second har-
monic from a sample of purple membrane suspension, pumped with
a plane-polarized 1.064-mm fundamental, plotted against the angle
of detectionu ~in degrees!. The theoretical result Eq.~9! is repre-
sented by the solid line, experimental data by the circles, and a
cos2 plot by the dashed line: error bars reflect the reproducibility of
these measurements. The inset shows the phase matching~wave
vectors are not to scale!.
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wherenv andnv8 are the refractive indices at the fundamen-
tal and harmonic frequencies, respectively. Equation~6!
leads to two special cases. Maximum harmonic emission
clearly occurs for forward emission, where cosu51, and the
pump and harmonic waves propagate collinearly, giving

uDku5u2k2k8u5~2v/c!~nv2nv8!. ~7!

This is the origin of the essentially directed character of the
harmonic emission. For off-forward emission we can ap-
proximate the result~6! as

uDku>
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u

2
. ~8!

For off-forward emission we proceed further by assuming
that exp(iDk•Rjj8) is a slowly varying function ofRjj8,
defining a mismatch directionz ~not, in general, the forward
direction! such thatDk•Rjj85uDkuzjj8, with zjj8 denoting a
component of the intermolecular displacement vector along
the z axis. Converting the sum in Eq.~5! to an integral be-
tween the limits of 0 andL, corresponding to the boundaries
of the nonlinear material~here determined by the membrane
perimeter!, yields a sinc2 function, where sincx5sinx/x.
Thus for off-forward emission we find the harmonic function
maps theoretically as

I;
N2sin2$~4pL/l!Anvnv8sin~u/2!%

$~4pL/l!Anvnv8sin~u/2!%2
, ~9!

wherel is the pump laser wavelength andN the number of
retinal molecules per membrane unitu.

We now test our theoretical function against experimental
data. Using the Nd:YAG wavelength of 1.064mm, the effec-
tive length of the nonlinear membrane in suspension as 0.4
mm and the product of the refractive indices for the funda-
mental and harmonic frequencies in the suspension to be
;2.25, we have 7.09 sin(u/2) as the argument of the sinc2

function of Eq.~9!. The experimental results were obtained
for values ofu between zero and 90°. Plots of the experi-
mental results and the sinc2 function as shown in Fig. 1,
using the parameters outlined above, give an exceptional
match, verifying the directed coherence of the harmonic sig-
nal from our isotropic suspension. Our equation also pre-
cisely fits the data obtained by Schmidt and Rayfield@6#,
who observed the lack of congruence with a simple cos2u fit
~also shown in Fig. 1!. Hence the results properly reflect a
response that is coherent, in the sense that it arises from
constructive interference between signals from various reti-

nal molecules within each unit. The result nonetheless scales
linearly withM , the number of such membrane units, given
that coherence is sustained within each unit.

The individual retinal susceptibilities are, according to
Eq. ~5!, essentially additive within the region over which
coherence is sustained. Generally this may be regarded as the
range of distances that satisfy the conditionuRjj8u< l c ,
where l c is the coherence length given byp/uDku. As re-
ported earlier@8#, it may be supposed that for forward emis-
sion according to Eq.~7!, the coherence length for the purple
membranein aquo lies somewhere between 25 and 50mm,
substantially in excess of the membrane dimensions. For
nonforward scattering the coherence length exceeds the size
of the individual membrane units at angles less than;25°;
for angles greater than 25° the coherence length is of similar
magnitude to the estimated length of the membranes in ques-
tion. It may be noted that, although one might conjecture an
imposition of directionality on the harmonic emission not
just by wave-vector matching but also by stimulated emis-
sion of the harmonic, the observed quadratic dependence of
the harmonic signal on the pump intensity rules this out.

A final comment relates to two significant features of the
polarization dependence:~a! the insensitivity to the orienta-
tion of a resolving polarizer of the harmonic produced by a
plane polarized pump and~b! the approximately 1.3 increase
in the forward-directed harmonic intensity produced by a
circularly polarized pump. While these two features are not
sufficient per se for characterization of all the parameters
appearing in the salient rate equations—~21!, ~22!, and~26!
of Ref. @8#—it is readily apparent that together they are in-
consistent with any simplification that might be conjectured
on the assumption of Kleinman symmetry for the hyperpo-
larizability of bacteriorhodospin@20#. Physically, this signi-
fies that the nonlinear response is dominated by resonance
contributions, as suggested elsewhere@21–23#.

In conclusion, we have observed coherent second-
harmonic generation, in a macroscopically centrosymmetric
system, with circularly polarized pump radiation. This mea-
surement of such a doubly forbidden harmonic is fully ac-
counted for by our theory, which pinpoints a precise inter-
play between the coherent and incoherent emission
mechanisms at work. The angular distribution of the second
harmonic in suspensions of bacteriorhodospin purple mem-
brane unequivocally identifies coherent evolution of the har-
monic within each membrane unit. The dependence on pump
polarization is explicable only in terms of incoherent addi-
tion of harmonic signals from the different membrane units.
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